
How do the respondents perceive the 
safety levels of high-tra�c public spaces?

Among the common restroom woes in public restrooms
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of respondents 
surveyed feel either 
uncomfortable, at

risk, vulnerable or unsafe about 
visiting high-risk public spaces*.

48% 

*High risk public spaces refer to public spaces where there is high risk of contact with germs

Personal hygiene practices 
have become more prevalent outside of home

70% 
Wash their 
hands more 
often

50% 
are drying 
their hands 
more often!

but only 20% 
follow the 
recommended 
hand-washing 
guides all the 
time!

and only

WC

surveyed had 
encountered 
restroom woes in 
public restrooms

40%

Nearly 1/3 surveyed feel that running out of 
paper towels, soap or toilet tissue is a major 
impact to the hygiene of the restroom

What do washroom users think of public toilets? 

surveyed agree that seeing washroom being 
very clean and having touchless amenities are 
2 of the important factors to consider a facility 
being safe to return to.
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“Just seeing a clean facility is 
enough to make me confident 
that it is also hygienic”

63% surveyed disagree

“The condition of the bathroom 
is a reflection of how much the 
establishment cares about its 
customers/visitors”

1/3 surveyed strongly agree

“I want to feel confident that the 
bathroom is a safe environment”

1/3 surveyed strongly agree

WC

But not all TOUCHLESS facilities are preferred…
Despite high desire for touchless technology jet air dryers are not always preferred.

More than 50% surveyed prefer 
paper towels over jet air dryers 
in high tra�c public areas**
**High tra�c public areas are o�ce buildings, hotels/motels, 
restaurants/cafes/pubs/bars, education facilities, airports and government facilities.

If paper towels 
are unavailable, 
respondents 
would either

dry their hands 
using their own 
tissues or on 
their clothing

use the jet 
air dryer 
(some 
reluctantly)

leave them 
wet to air dry 
over time

This information is brought to you 
by Kimberly-Clark Professional.

Committed to impacting people and how work gets done.

Connect with our Hygiene experts here.

Attitude Changes to Hygiene 
for Washroom Users

As the world bounces back into the New Normal, people are 
returning to public places. In our most recent survey conducted in 

early 2022, we have surveyed over 400 respondents in Australia 
and the results are as follows:
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